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Do you want to razzle-dazzle editors? Earn a bigger advance? Create media buzz for your book? Inspire
Hollywood to come knocking? The way to achieve these goals is to come up with a dynamic high concept

pitch that will knock the socks of editors and agents alike. This workshop is designed to provide you with the
tools youll need to mold your story idea into an intriguing one sentence pitch that can magically unlock

closed doors. It's simply the most effective way to capture a publisher's interest. This is the perfect
opportunity for you to learn how to craft a high concept pitch to sell your book. This book will cover the

following topics: 1. A step-by-step method for creating a high concept. 2. First aid for low concept books 3.
Ways to make a high concept even better 4. Where to find high concept ideas 5. How to think like a high

concept writer 6. Creativity and brainstorming exercises7.

As mainly a nonfiction writer myself that sometimes writes and sells fiction I would say write only what you
really enjoy. Answer keys are located on page 86. Got High Concept? The Key to Dynamic Fiction that Sells

Paperback Aug by Lori Wilde Author 4.2 out of 5 stars 4 ratings.
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The way to achieve these goals is to come up with a dynamic high concept pitch that will knock the. Click
here for the lowest price Paperb707246. Again the high concept the heart of the story the payoff.

LibraryThing è un sito di catalogazione e socializzazione per gli amanti dei libri. Got High Concept? The

https://myksigbokre.art/books1?q=Got High Concept?: The Key to Dynamic Fiction That Sells!


Key to Dynamic Fiction that Sells by Lori Wilde. To celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the longestrunning
sciencefiction show in the world Ill be taking weekly looks at some of my own personal favourite stories and
arcs from the old and new series with a view to encapsulating the sublime the clever and the fiendishly odd of
the BBCs Doctor Who.. Still I think that the leading trio were drawn very clearly very early on and Id argue
that the movies did a great job extending the characterisation of the main characters. Klasko In medical

school every med student finds out where theyre doing their residency at noon on the same day. Still for all
that The Enemy Within is a sciencefiction highconcept it is hard to see the plot working with any Star Trek

captain other than James Tiberius Kirk. Because of the way the movie ends I dont think any of this ever really
happened to Van Damme.
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